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1. DISCLAIMER
This technical document is designed to present our project to the community, as well
as to the participants and those interested in understanding more about the Winners
Token project.
The information presented below has the sole purpose of providing information to
potential investors and future contractors of our services so that they can determine if
they are willing to review the company with the intention of buying and participating
in our assets related to frequent (draws), with Bitcoin, altcoins and other assets, also
the possibility of owning an asset that could achieve an overvaluation totally
dependent on the interests of investors.
First, we want to make it clear that this document was not written in accordance with,
nor is it subject to any law or gift in any jurisdiction that supports or protects investors.
The content of this document can be translated into other languages, even used to
establish verbal communication channels, or written with potential project partners
and collaborators. As a result of the translation, some information contained in this
document may be omitted, corrupted or even falsified. In the case of inconsistencies
between any translation or communication, the official whitepaper in English will
prevail as an original document.
Winners token reserves the right to make alterations in the future Whitepaper*
In the case of differences between the versions of the document, the most recent
version of the Whitepaper will remain published on the website
http://winnerstoken.org, and all previously published versions will be considered
invalid in all intentions and representations.
At the moment, Winner Token is not registered in accordance with the United States
transferable securities law of 1933 (referred to as the "transferable securities law"), or
in any securities regulatory authority of any state or other jurisdiction. in the territory
of the united states.

.

2. INTRODUCTION

"WINNERS TOKEN", THE NEW ERA OF CRYPTO LOTTERIES.
Welcome to WINNERS TOKEN. The token that invites you to also become a great
winner.
Winners Token arises with the intention of entering the market of casinos and lotteries
moved entirely by cryptocurrencies.
Our purpose is to ensure that the digital asset is used for lotteries and casinos, as well
as for payments of products and services, thus becoming an asset with liquidity and
consistency in the market.
The scale of this global growth is increasingly extensive and advancing, where
everything really goes for a single purpose of being cryptocurrency. So we decided to
launch a token, known as Winners Token, so that investors in this field, seek to
innovate their way and means of investing, obtaining better profits, better returns
with the Hold Stake system.
Also having new fun methods, betting and following the daily draws of Winners Token
in the market, while winning a lot in bitcoins.
On top of that, we want to make it clear that we will seek leadership in the area of
lotteries within the cryptocurrency market. We even more and more support the idea
of life free of government interventions and monopolized financial institutions, thus
seeking the freedom to govern a new safe and secure private period for all of us who
seek to live more and more on the irrefutable technology that Bitcoin gives us.
provides We will always be grateful to our lantern, Satoshi Nakamoto.

3. PRESENTATION
What is a cryptocurrency?
Cryptocurrency or Cryptoactive is a terminology used to refer to encrypted digital
money, created to guarantee the protection and security of people.
With a monetary value, which unlike traditional currencies only exists in the digital
universe, in the same way as other types of currencies, Cryptocurrencies are mostly
used for the purchase of goods and services, but their main advantage is that They are
not linked to any banking system. So their transfers over the internet, for example,
become cheaper, because there is no need to pay commissions from financial
institutions.
Cryptography in currencies is done through hard-to-decipher source codes, to avoid
hackers and other online criminals.
THE FUTURE BELONGS TO CRYPTOCURRENCY
Unlimited; There is no restriction on deposits with cryptocurrencies, you are free to
transfer any amount.



Anonymity; Only the owner has access to the cryptocurrency wallet and its
data.
Fast payments; Banks cannot block transactions and the speed of one is limited
by the speed of Blockchain.

4. PROJECT / PLATFORM
Understand the operation of the Winners Token platform



Winners Token is a fast and secure platform with multiple draws, using the best
current tools to promote much more winners.
The user buys a Token in an exchange and sends them for the address of his
account on the platform

Each Ticket can be exchanged for WNS Token within the platform.


After exchanging the WNS token for a ticket, just wait for the draw tickets to
complete and follow the percentage level on the platform.

Did you see how simple it is to participate?





Each draw will have limited amounts of tickets, which means it will increase
your chances of winning even more.
Guaranteed payments: check the balance of each draw in the WNS wallet at
any time.
Privileges for everyone! Consider the benefits we offer to our investors.
A positive relationship with each client. That, by the way, our customers are
very important to us.

WITH WINNERS TOKEN IT IS MUCH EASIER TO WIN!
Invitation bonus / Loyalty Plan





"Each user will receive a referral link, to earn 1 ticket for every 10 members
who are active referrals to further increase the chances of winning in the action
plan."
Each active member of the WINNERS community will have a referral link.
For every 10 referred assets you receive 1 free ticket (you must buy 1 individual
ticket for your reference to be active on the Platform).
On the loyalty level, you buy 10 tickets and earn 1, further increasing your
chance of winning.

5. UNDERSTANDING THE REVOLUTION
Traditional Lotteries:






You make a bet, which is saved on the lottery server.
Your data is collected and stored on lottery servers.
To receive your earnings, you must go through a long authorization procedure.
The balance of the lottery is not public, and its issuance capacity is impossible
to verify.
You compete with millions of people, almost impossible to be a winner.

Winners token lottery with honesty and integrated security:








You place a bet that is registered in the blockchain.
Your data is not identified and stored in an encrypted format.
You can verify the record of each game result in the blockchain.
You can instantly withdraw your winnings to your encryption wallet without
commissions or additional checks.
The balance of the lottery is shown publicly in the blockchain.
Limited tickets, which greatly increases your chances of winning.
Draws made live through the official WINNERS TOKEN channel.

6. WINNERS STORE







A sales platform for products and services.
Fee payments on the services of our partners.
Ticket Payments
Refills in mobile operators.
Credit sales for games on all platforms, Xbox, Ps, Cpu.
Sales of exclusive Winners products.

Donations






165 million children are malnourished worldwide.
A child dies of hunger every 10 seconds.
Unfortunately, this is our current reality.
Looking at these and other data, we created this innovative lottery system to
help many of these innocent souls who are children in need throughout the
country.
5% of the total amount collected in each draw will go to a public wallet
(cryptocurrency wallet), which at the end of the month we will make donations
to various charities for children located throughout the world.

7. WNS SPECIFICATIONS

Name: WINNERS TOKEN
Ticker: WNS
Max Supply: 2.500.000 million.
Token: ERC-20

WHAT IS AN ERC20 TOKEN?
The ERC-20 is a token that belongs to the decentralized Ethereum smart contract
platform ... This token is a digital asset like any other, it can also be marketed in a
similar way to Bitcoin, Ether or any other cryptocurrency.
WINNERS TOKEN PURPOSE
Our purpose is to create a unique and innovative digital asset that is used for lotteries,
casinos, service payments and product rates, which becomes a solid and consistently
liquid asset in the market.

8. INTERACTIVE MOBILE APP WINNERS TOKEN
With multiple functions:






As a mobile wallet to store, send and receive WNS tokens.
For the purchase of tickets and to compete for prizes.
With gambling; casino, dice and others.
With a practical interface available on Android and iOS.
With support and language that adapts to your needs.

9. ROADMAP
• Q4 2019





LOGO DEVELOPMENT.
WINNERS TOKEN DEVELOPMENT.
SOCIAL NETWORKS.
OFFICIAL WHITEPAPER.
• Q1 2020






COMMUNITY EXPANSION
FIRST DRAWINGS THROUGH THE OFFICIAL TELEGRAM OF WINNERS TOKEN.
PRESENTATION WEB SITE.
LISTING ON TOKEN PARTNER EXCHANGES.
• Q2 2020

 INITIAL MARKETING CAMPAIGN.
 LIST ON THE EXCHANGE CREX24.
• Q3 2020
 BETA PLATFORM DEVELOPMENT START
 LISTING IN NEW EXCHANGES.
• Q4 2020





LISTING IN COINMARKETCAP (CMC).
IMPULSE OF COMMUNITY.
EXPANSION OF THE EQUIPMENT.
BETA MOBILE WALLET.
•

10. GENERAL LINKS








Site: http://winnerstoken.org
Twitter: https://twitter.com/WinnersToken?s=09
YouTube: https://m.youtube.com/channel/UCr2YZDNbP_VzshV-RAhjrLw
Discord: https://discord.gg/v3vkAy
Telegram: https://t.me/WinnersToken
WhatsApp: https://chat.whatsapp.com/H16ZQ8U4JzN4mGdXEhBlvX

